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Introduction
In general, the use of computers in adult basic education increases the
motivation and interest of students. This book has been written with
the objective of assisting tutors and students in integrating reading and
writing with computers.
The book is divided into three parts. The first part has a two-fold purpose:
firstly, as an instructional guide for using computers and secondly, as
a support for improving basic skills. The worksheets and guides in this
section combine these two skill areas.
The second part presents tutors with different ways of teaching reading
and writing by using computer software. We present various ideas on
how to utilise online resources in a basic skills class.
The third part is a ‘How to…’ section at the end of the book aimed at
students which shows how to book flights with Ryanair, how to renew
motor tax and how to log on to a Yahoo e-mail account among other
activities.
We would like to thank the following for their assistance and advice:
Kieran Harrington, Breda Boyle, Ruth Kelly, Lisa Mulvihill, Eva Sweeney
and Robert Jones; Martina Mannion at Swift Print & Design.

Alison Jones
Tony Sweeney
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Part One
Introducing Computers to
Adult Basic Education Students
For the Tutor
This section of the book consists of a series of worksheets and guidelines for tutors
who are teaching beginners’ computers to adult basic learners. These instructions
are highly visual to assist the learner, but are not intended for use without a tutor
present in class to explain key terms and to give practical demonstrations.
The worksheets illustrate the different stages in learning to use a computer and it
is expected that the tutor will reinforce each stage with further practice, creating
additional material relevant to the students’ interests and needs as necessary.
During the initial lessons, the teacher should check that the student recognises
the letters on the keyboard. Exercises based on lower and upper case recognition
are recommended until the student is familiar with the letters. There are
suggestions on how to improve mouse skills, and the online computer course at
www.bbc.co.uk/computertutor is highly recommended during the early stages of
tuition for revision and reinforcement.
We have also introduced formatting with the use of visual cues within the texts
to assist the students as they follow the steps. It is envisaged that students will
be able to use this book independently once the skills have been practised. We
cover the use of Microsoft Word in our basic steps.
All of these worksheets have been in use in Galway Adult Basic Education Service in
the order presented in this book. Texts can be taken and adapted from many sources,
including the students’ own writings, recipes, travel stories, formal and informal
letters, memos etc.
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Using the keyboard
Check that you are familiar with the keys by completing this exercise.
Fill in the blank squares on each key with the correct lower case letter.
You can refer to the letters in the box below.

abcdefghijklm
nopqrstuvwxyz
space bar
Lower case = small letters
Upper case = capital letters
Spacebar = press this with your thumb to leave a space
between words.
Now turn on the computer by pressing the power button.
It will look something like this.
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How to start typing
Once the computer is on and ready to use (see the picture below), you
will need to use a word processing programme to type a document.
The programme we have used for this book is Microsoft Office Word.
This programme is on most computers. You can use this programme to
create many types of documents, such as letters, notes and stories.

This is the cursor. It is
controlled by moving
your mouse.

Step 1.
Using the mouse, move the
cursor to the Start button,
which is on the task bar.
Click here once using the left
mouse button.

Step 2.
This pop up menu will
appear.
Look for Word and click on
it once.

Step 3.
Wait for a blank page to
appear on your screen.
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First typing
Practise typing name, address and telephone number, using upper case
(capital letters) and lower case (small) letters and numbers.

Capital or
upper case letters
This is the shift key.
Hold down the shift key and
then press the letter you
want at the same time.

Typing rules
One space between words.
One space after commas and
two spaces after a full stop.
Tip: Avoid using the Caps
Lock key unless you want to
type in block capitals.

Correct errors using the
backspace key.
Start a new line using the
return or enter key.
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First typing
Practise typing short pieces of text using upper and lower case letters.

Use the return key to come
down a line after each
sentence.

Now try this short letter.

The comma is next to the full
stop.

Click here once to print your
document
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Shutting down the computer
Follow these steps.

Step 1: Click on Start.

Step 2: Click on Shut Down.

Step 3. This screen will
now appear. Click Ok. The
computer will power down.
Click Cancel if you change
your mind and want to keep
on working.
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Improving mouse skills
Load the Paint programme from Accessories
(click Start + All Programs + Accessories).

Step 1: Click on the paint
brush from the toolbox.

Step 2: Click on a colour from
the colour palette.
Tip: The paint brush is easier to write with than the pencil.

Step 3. Hold down the left
click button on the mouse
and move the mouse to form
some letters.

Step 4. Write your name.
You can change the colour
by clicking on a new colour
from the colour palette.

Step 5. Draw a square or
circle. Click on the circle or
square icons on the toolbox,
bring the cursor to the page,
click and hold the left mouse
button, dragging the mouse
to draw the shape. Release
the mouse click button.

Additional Ideas
•	Play Solitaire. This develops mouse skills for highlighting/
selecting text. Click Start + All Programs + Games to
find Solitaire.
• Make a jigsaw: www.jigzone.com
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Typing a note
Open Microsoft Word and type the following note:

Wednesday 14th May, 2008
Dear Tom,
I am going to the match tomorrow. I am going to
get the train from Galway station at 4 o’clock in
the afternoon. The train should arrive in Dublin at
around 6.30 in the evening.
Do you want to come with me? We could meet up
in Eyre Square around 3.00 and go for a quick bite
before we get on the train.
I have two tickets for the game, so you only have to
buy your train ticket.
Can you bring your digital camera?

Remember to leave only one
space between words and to
use the return key only after
each paragraph, as shown
above.

Call me.
Sean
P.S. My phone number is 0876543210

Now print your note
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To type a question mark (?),
press the shift key and the ?
key at the same time.

Saving your work
All documents will have these three buttons in the top right hand
corner.
Click here to close your
document.
Now you will be asked if you want to save the changes. Saving your
document means that you can keep a copy of it and return to it again.
You have three choices:

Click Yes to save a copy of
your document.

Click No to close without
saving.

Click Cancel if you don’t want
to do either at this time.

Saving
Microsoft Word will name your
file using the first few words or
the title of your document.
You can change the file name if
you want by typing a new name
here.
This button is a shortcut to save.
You can update your changes
here.

Files are normally saved in My
Documents. (You can also save
using the drop down menu File +
Save As.) Follow this procedure
every time you want to save a
new document.

Click Save to save a copy of
your document.
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Revision
Now practise your skills using the mouse, the keyboard and the icons on
the screen by visiting the following website and taking a short, online
practice course. Instructions are given here with audio and in subtitles.
www.bbc.co.uk/computertutor

Step 1. Click Start.

Step 2. Choose your options
on the next screen
Broadband: if you have
a broadband Internet
connection, click here.
Otherwise choose Dial-up
Subtitles: you can listen and
read the instructions at the
same time.
Return Visitor: Choose which
skill you want to practise if
you are a return visitor.

Step 3. Click Start to enter
the website tutorial.
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Typing skills
It is advisable for the tutor to incorporate touch typing skills for students
at an early stage.
Many students ask for a keyboard ‘map’ to enable them to learn where
the letters are. Our keyboard photo is suitable for this but a typing
programme gives practical experience.
One such programme is Mavis Beacon Typing, but there are other
options as well, such as the touch typing course on the free online
learning site www.alison.com (shown below), which is attractive,
user friendly and has an image of a speaking tutor to assist students.
Students or tutors will need to register with an email address before
accessing this site. Go to the website www.alison.com and click
on register.

Text below is read aloud
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Revision: Typing a letter
Open Microsoft Word and type the following letter. Fill in the missing
words as you type the letter. Use words from the box underneath.
Sean Murphy
33 Dublin Rd
Wellpark
Galway
13/03/08
Dear ____________,
I am writing to tell you that the ___________________ I bought
in your shop on the 23rd February has ____________ down. The
machine broke down while it was washing and the _____________
spilled all over the floor.
The product is covered by a _____________ and I want this
machine ____________ by a new one. I want you to deliver the
new machine on ________________ and collect the broken one.
I will be home between two and four _______________ in the
afternoon and I want you to call me to confirm that you will
deliver the new machine.
I am looking forward to _____________ from you shortly.
Yours __________________

______________________

Sir or Madam

hearing

washing machine

guarantee

water

broken

faithfully

o’clock

Saturday
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replaced

Layout or alignment of text
Click on these buttons to position your text on the page. Your text can
go on the left of the page, in the centre or on the right.

This text is on the left

This text is in the centre

This text is on the right

Make sure your cursor is on the line you want to work on, and then click
the left, centre or right button to position your text on the page.

Exercise
Now try this, clicking the alignment buttons to move your text.

Your Address
09/05/07
Invitation
Dear Friend,
I hope you are well. I am well and so is my family.
Galway is warm today. It is a warm city now, but it
can also be wet. I like the city myself.
I like cooking. When you come, I will cook you some
food and you can stay with me for the day.
Can you call me to let me know if you can come?
My phone number is 091 567890.
All the best for now,

______________________
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Selecting text and
using three new buttons

bold

italic underline

Step 1. Using the mouse,
move the cursor to the start
of the text you wish to work
on.

You will first need to select text in
order to use these buttons. This is
how to select text.

Step 2. Holding down the
left click button, move the
cursor over the text.
Your text will look like this.

Step 3. Now click once on
the button you want to
use, either Bold, Italic or
Underline. Your text will
change its appearance.
Step 4. Click anywhere on
the blank page to continue.

Bold

It is quite cold today.

Italic

It is quite cold today.

Underline

It is quite cold today.

Exercise:
Which button(s) has been used for each line?
e.g. I have a house in Galway. = underline
I live near the sea. =�����������������������������������������������������
It is windy sometimes.= ���������������������������������������������������
Some people swim in the winter. = ����������������������������������������
Do you like to swim? =���������������������������������������������������
I think swimming is good for you. = ���������������������������������������
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Using bold, italic and underline
Practise typing short pieces of text using upper and lower case letters.

This is an apostrophe.

Now type your name at the
end and make it bold.
Print your document.
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Changing the font
Font = the style of writing that you are using. There are many fonts to
choose from. The automatic font setting on the computer is Times
New Roman. This is known as the default setting.
You will need to select text in order to change the font.
Step 1. Using the mouse,
move the cursor to the start
of the text you wish to work
on.

Step 2. Holding down the
left click button, move the
cursor over the text.
Your text will look like this.

Step 3. Now click once on
the down arrow here and
a drop down menu of the
names of all the available
fonts will appear.

Step 4. Click once on the
font that you want.
Step 5. To continue, click
anywhere on the page.

Exercise:
Try typing this using the steps above
My name is Sean Murphy.

(Arial)

I live in Galway, Ireland.

(Bradley Hand ITC)

I am 32 years old.

(Castellar)

My favourite sport is soccer.

(Courier)

I support Manchester United.

(Script MT Bold)
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Changing the font size
Font size = the size of the text. The default font size is 12.
Step 1. Select the text using
the mouse.

Step 2. Click the down arrow
here once.

Step 3. Click on the size of
font that you want from the
drop down menu.
Size 12

Size 14

Size 16

Size 18

Size 20

Size 22

Size 24
Step 4. Click anywhere on
the page to continue.

Exercise:
Now type this. Fill in your own name and address and the date.
Your Address
Date
Dear____________

Use Font Size 18

We are having a party for my 10th wedding
anniversary and we would like you to come over.
There will be plenty of food and drink. All of the
family have been invited and it will be good for all
of us to get together.
Please come on Saturday 26th April at 3pm.
I look forward to seeing you then. Please phone me
to let me know you will be there.
Bye for now
_____________________
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Practise your skills
Exercise:
Your Name
Your Address
Your telephone number
The Lotto
Parnell Square
Dublin
Tuesday 29th April
Re: My Lotto Win
Dear Sir,
I am writing to let you know that my family and I will
be attending your office on Monday 12th May for
the presentation of my prize winning cheque.
As I said on the phone, I am quite happy to
cooperate with publicity you wish to make for the
radio, but I DO NOT wish my photo to appear on TV
or in the newspapers.
I hope the arrangements for me and my cheque
will be in place.
Thank you,
Yours faithfully,

Your name

Try writing other short pieces of text and typing them using Microsoft
Word.
Try to change the appearance of your text using the alignment buttons,
bold, italic, underline, font and font size.
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Inserting and deleting text
Use your mouse to insert and delete text.
Inserting text
Step 1.	Click in the precise place where you want to insert the
text.
Step 2. 	Type in your extra text, taking care to leave one space
before and after each word.
Deleting text
Step 1.	Click at the end of the words or sentences you want to
delete.
Step 2. 	Use the backspace button. You can also select the text
and then click the backspace or delete key to delete it.

Exercise:
Type the short sentences below and then make the changes.
1. Today is Friday.	Replace Friday with another day of the
week.
2. Soon it will be summer.

Replace summer with autumn.

3. I enjoy playing football.

Replace playing with watching.

4. I am looking forward to the weekend. Insert the words very much at the end.
5. Shall we go to the cinema?	Insert the words to see the latest
Indiana Jones movie at the end.
6. I’d like a computer.	Insert the words to buy after the word
like.
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Opening a saved document
Step 1: Click Start then
My Documents

Step 2. The Open box will
appear on the screen. You
should look for the file name
of the document you want to
open.
Step 3. Click once on the
document name.
Step 4. Click Open.

Open your lotto letter from page 24 and make these changes by
inserting or deleting text as directed.
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Writing a formal letter
Write a letter to apply for one of the following jobs. Use the details from
one of the adverts below to help you complete the letter.

City Centre Cafe

tre

Sunshine Garden Cen

rson required.
Full time junior salespe
sential. Hours
Interest in gardening es
able at
to suit but must be avail
weekends.
ager,
Reply in writing to: Man
, Cork
Sunshine Garden Centre

Help required in the kitchen.
Weekdays only.
No experience necessary.
Reply in writing to: Mrs Murphy,
Dew Drop Inn,
Westside, Galway

Sports For All

Crèche Assistangnstonly.

er April 3rd

from the Galway Advertiser April

From the Cork Examin

Has a vacancy for a sales assistant.
Good customer service skills nec
essary.
Send recent photo and letter of
application to: Sean Dolan, Sports
For
All, Shop St., Galway

10th

rni
Help required in crèche. Mo
Must be experienced.
Lillian Jones,
Reply with full details to:
erick
Little Angels, Patrick St, Lim

From the Galway Advertiser, Apri

l 10th

from the Limerick Leader,

April 7th

Type Your Address
Telephone number
Today’s date
Insert the address of the recipient
Dear _____________________,
I am writing to apply for the position of ___________
as advertised in this week’s _____________________.
I have worked for _________years in this trade and
I am hardworking, motivated and reliable. I can
work on my own initiative or as part of a team. I am
honest and trustworthy.
I enclose my CV to give you further details and I
have excellent references.
I hope that this application is of interest to you.
Yours faithfully,
Type your Name

Note: the address in this
formal letter is fully blocked,
a common style for formal
letters today. This means that
all the text is typed on the
left of the page.
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Bullets and Numbering

Click here to create a
numbered list.

Click here to create a bullet
pointed list.

Exercise:
Type the following text
How to turn on the computer and
get to Microsoft Word
1.
Press the power button once
2.	Wait for the desktop to appear and the “egg
timer” symbol to disappear
3.
Now click start
4.
Click Microsoft Word
5.	Wait for a blank page to appear on your
screen
6.
Now start typing
How to turn off the computer
1.
Click on ‘Start’
2.
Click on ‘Shut Down’
3.	Click OK to confirm or cancel to change your
mind
4.	The computer will now shut down
Health and Safety with computers
•
Never eat or drink near a computer
•
Take a break every hour
•
Avoid touching the screen
•
Keep your eyes level with the screen
•	Avoid eye strain by not sitting too close to the
screen
•
Use an adjustable office chair
•	Avoid repetitive stress injury, especially with
fingers, wrists and shoulders, by taking a break
and resting your muscles
•
Remove all disks before you shut down
•
Keep wires and cables tidy and out of the way
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Press the enter key twice to
de-activate the numbers or
bullets

Practising all your skills
Exercise: Type the text first and then make the changes.

Ireland is named as ‘best country’

Century Gothic, bold,
size 14.

Ireland is the best country to live in the world,
according to a “quality of life” assessment by
Economist magazine.
The survey found that the country’s wealth and
traditional values gives it conditions most likely to
make people happy. Many other factors were
taken into account, such as climate, political
stability and family life. Ireland is admired by the
new EU countries and has become a model for
what can be achieved.
Other major countries such as the UK and the USA
did not score well due to high levels of social and
family breakdown.
These are the top ten countries in order:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Ireland
Switzerland
Norway
Luxembourg
Sweden
Australia
Iceland
Italy
Denmark
Spain

Typed by ____________________
Insert date __________________

Now save and print your finished document.
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How to insert a table
Tables are easy to use and insert, and are a useful tool for presenting
information in an eye-catching format.
There are several exercises using tables on the following pages, but
first, here is an instruction on how to insert a table.
Step 1: Click on Table +
Insert + Table as shown.

Step 2. Choose how many
rows and columns you
require. Then click OK.

Step 3. Your table now
appears. You can navigate
the table in three different
ways:
•	Using your mouse to click
where you want to type.
•	Using the tab key on your
keyboard.
•	Using the navigational
keys on your keyboard.
•	Note: do not use the
Enter or Return key to
come down to the next
row: doing this will only
increase the size of the
row you are on!
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Punctuation vocabulary
Exercise: Insert the following table. It has 2 columns and 17 rows. Type
in the punctuation and names of the punctuation using the words from
the box below.
?
‘
.
,
!
@
;
:
€
“
%
( )
&
/
--*
$

percent

full stop

comma

brackets

exclamation mark

euro sign

forward slash

speech marks

at (for e-mail)

and

apostrophe

colon

dash or hyphen

dollar sign

semi-colon

asterisk

question mark
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Computer terminology
Exercise: Insert a table and complete it, choosing the correct definition
from the box below.
You press this to insert a
space in your document
You press and hold this
for a capital letter or a
top row function
This key will lock the
letters into capitals
You press this key to
start a new paragraph or
to confirm an instruction
You press this key to
delete the last character
You use this to click
instructions into the
computer
Another name for the
screen
This machine prints your
document
Also known as the World
Wide Web
You click this symbol to
close a document
A program on the
computer you can use
to write letters or other
documents

space bar

Microsoft Word

printer

X button

mouse

shift key

enter button (also called the return key)
the Internet

caps lock

backspace key

monitor
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Terminology revision
Exercise: Insert the following table and complete using words from the
box below. All of these words have appeared before in this book!
What you use to control
the cursor
The name given to the
bar at the bottom of the
screen
This word is used to
describe an original or
automatic setting on the
computer
Times New Roman is an
example of this
Where the computer
normally saves your
documents
Another name for the
left, centre and right
layout of text
This is the default font
size
What you must do before
you can apply formatting
such as bold, italic and
underline
This is a good
programme to practise
your mouse skills
This is a fast connection
to the Internet

the mouse

task bar

default setting

broadband

alignment of text font

Paint programme select or highlight text
Size 12

My Documents
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Hardware
Hardware is the name given to the physical components of the computer. Software
is the name given to programs inside the computer.
Here are some examples of hardware. Write the name of each item underneath.

Scanner

mouse

digital camera

keyboard		

Monitor

disk drive

joystick

computer case		

CPU (Central Processing Unit)
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printer

Revision Exercise
How many keys can you name?

Here are some to try
space bar

return key

shift keys

backspace key

caps lock

tab key

full stop

comma

apostrophe

question mark

speech marks

euro sign

navigational keys
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Part Two
Teaching basic skills
using computers
For the Tutor
This section of the book presents ideas on how to incorporate the use of multi-media
software and the Internet into adult basic education classes. Below is a list of the sites
and software that we have used in this section of the book.
Audio Books: Start to Finish series, published by Don Johnston Incorporated. This
series consists of a wide range of texts produced on CD Rom, cassette tapes and hard
copies. The books are graded according to difficulty and offer a wide choice of titles.
Inspiration: a software package that has many features to assist the tutor working
with beginner students. It is an audio and visual learning tool that helps students to
develop and organize their ideas.
Issues in English (1 & 2): published by Protea Textware Pty Ltd. This is an
interactive, multimedia computer program which teaches English language, literacy
and numeracy to adult learners.
Co:Writer SE: a program that uses predictive text to assist students with writing.
It can work in conjunction with Microsoft Word.
Google Search and Google Images: Google is the most popular search engine
on the web. It provides website addresses and links to many sites, enabling students
to access information quickly and easily from a wide variety of sources. Text and
images can be accessed using this search engine, and we have used the two facilities
mentioned above in this section of the book.
You Tube: this is a video sharing website where users can upload, view and share
video clips. It represents an excellent resource for materials on many topics. It is free
and easy to access.
E-mail: we have used email as a means of communicating with students as an
integral part of a particular activity, and there is an exercise on how to log on to a
Yahoo email account in the How to… pages at the end of the book.
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Using Audio Books for reading,
speaking & listening
The stories in Audio Books are written in a simplified, abridged form
which makes them useful for adult basic education. The program also
has an ‘auto read’ feature, which assists students in reading via a
coloured highlighter which moves from word to word as the computer
voice reads the text. At the end of each chapter, there is a multiple
choice comprehension exercise.

Exercise:
Step 1. Ensure that each student is reading a different story.
Step 2. After each chapter, ask students to discuss in pairs what
they have read.
Step 3. When students have finished reading the texts, ask them
to give a short summary to the class with an emphasis on the
plots and themes.
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Using Inspiration software
for reading
Inspiration software can be used to read individual words that
students have difficulty with or just to confirm that students have read
the words correctly. It can also be used with ESOL students to help them
with syntax.

Key text box
Click to insert text box
Step 1. Create sentences related to the students’ interests.
Step 2. Open Inspiration software, create text boxes and
arrange in separate lines. Type individual words into each text
box until all words in the sentences have been included. Don’t
forget capital letters and full stops. Full stops can be inserted
into individual text boxes.
Step 3. Drag and drop the text boxes so that each sentence is
on a separate line. Create a numbered key text box for each
sentence, as shown above.
Step 4. Click on Effect + Fill Colour to colour code each
sentence and its key text box. This will clearly separate each
sentence.
Step 5. As a prompt for the student, record the initial letter
sound of each word into its text box. To record, open the Tools
menu, click on Sound + Record and then click on Save.

To record initial letter sound
click Tools, Sound, Record,
Save.
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Using Inspiration software for
working with syntax
Step 1. Jumble the words in the sentences.

Click to access Note
Step 2. Write the correct version of each sentence by using
Note on the toolbar and attach it to its key text box. This is
hidden while the students do the exercise.
Step 3. Indicate to students how to drag and drop the text
boxes into their correct positions. Create an exercise for the
students.
Step 4. Show students how to access Note so that they can
check their work.

Click to
reveal Note
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Note

Using Inspiration software to read
environmental print
Inspiration software can be used as a reading aid for environmental
print. In this example, texts from signs and labels can be photographed,
downloaded and imported into Inspiration and then used by the tutor.

Listen icon
Dublin
Sligo
Limerick
Galway
Routes

Cigarette
butts are not
biodegradable, they
harm marine and
animal life and they
account for a large
percentage of public
litter in Galway.

Not
for use
on electrical
fires.

Parking barrier lifts
automatically.

Click to create text box.
Step 1. Take photographs of environmental print with a digital
camera.
Step 2. Download photographs to a computer. (See instructions
for downloading from a camera on page 61).
Step 3. Open Inspiration software and import the
photographs (click Edit +Insert Graphic and select the relevant
photograph).
Step 4. Place a text box beside each photograph.

Exercise:
Step 1. Ask students to type the text from the environmental
print photographs into the text boxes.
Step 2. Show students how to turn on the listening icon on the
toolbar and click on each text box to hear its contents being
read.
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Using Issues In English in conjunction
with e-mail
Issues In English (1 & 2) is a multimedia program suitable for basic
learners and ESOL students. It has four skill levels. The following exercise
suggests a way of incorporating new words and phrases into students’
written language using the text from this program.

Click on Getting started
to access: questions, cloze
exercises, spellings and
dictation exercises.

Exercise:
Step 1. Tell each student to read a text at a suitable skill level in
Issues In English while watching the video on the computer.
Step 2. Ask students to click on Getting started where they
can access the comprehension exercise, the cloze exercise, the
spelling tests and dictation exercises on the text.
Step 3. Direct students to print out the texts.
Step 4. Ask students to send e-mails to the tutor with comments
about the Issues In English texts that they have read. The
comments should include words or phrases from the texts of
Issues in English.
Step 5. Reply to the comments by e-mail and offer corrections
where necessary. Direct students to print out the replies. (For
how to use e-mail, see page 52.)
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Using Co:Writer SE software
for writing
Co:Writer SE is software that works in conjunction with Microsoft
Word to assist students with spellings by offering predictive text. It will
encourage students to use vocabulary that they may otherwise avoid
because of spelling difficulties.

Move mouse pointer
over a word to hear
it being read.

Click to insert word from
predictive text.

Exercise:
Step 1. Ask each student to record a story on audio tape. This
can be done outside of class time if suitable.
Step 2. Tell students to transcribe their recorded stories into
Microsoft Word while using Co:Write SE.
Step 3. Direct students to save and print the stories.
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Using Google Search and Google
Images for research
Google Search and Google Images are useful for research of any kind.
They offer a huge resource on many topics that will interest students. See
pages 57 and 58 for how to use Google Search and Google Images.

Exercise:
Step 1. Brainstorm topics with the students. Write the various
suggestions on the whiteboard. Ask each student to select a
topic for research.
Step 2. Send e-mails to students with guidelines on their
research topics. Encourage students to reply to the tutor by email if they experience problems with their work.
Step 3. Ask students to research their topics using Google
Search.
Step 4. Direct students to print out information found on
selected sites.
Step 5. Check vocabulary and comprehension with students.
Step 6. Use a highlighter to mark important information in the
printouts.
Step 7. Ask students to type their research projects into
Microsoft Word. 100 words are sufficient at first.
Step 8. Use Google Images to search for a suitable picture to
accompany the text. Copy and Paste it into the document. (See
how to do this on page 59.)
Step 9. Direct students to save and print their work.
Step 10. Send feedback to individual students on their projects
by e-mail.
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Using You Tube and Google Search
You Tube has a wide range of videos catering for many interests.
Using You Tube can enhance the atmosphere of the classroom and
help students to interact. The example below incorporates reading and
listening skills using both You Tube and Google Search.

Type in the name of the item
and click on Search.

Step 1. Search for song lyrics using Google Search.
Step 2. Print out the song lyrics and check any difficult
vocabulary.
Step 3. Find the song, selected at Step 1 above, being performed
on You Tube (www.youtube.com).
Step 4. Listen to the song while following the text to check
that the words in the written and the performed versions are
the same. If there are differences, adjust the written version
accordingly.
Step 5. Open You Tube and play the song for the class. For
optimum effect use a large screen or a projector for the session.
Step 6. Finally, tell students to read in synchronisation with the
singing of the words on the video.

Exercise:
Students repeat this process with a song of their own choice.
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Using Google Images for creating a
picture dictionary
Google Images gives us instant access to a wide range of images. In
this example, pictures of different machines, equipment, gadgets and
electrical parts are copied from Google Images and pasted into a Word
document to create a personal picture dictionary.
To find an item: type in the
name of the item and then
click on Search Images.

Step 1. Ask students to open Google Images, type in the name
of an item, click on Search Images and select one of the
images found. (See page 58 for instructions on how to do this.)
Step 2. Tell students to copy the image and paste it into
Microsoft Word. (See page 59 for instructions on how to do this.)
Step 3. Ask students to type a caption under the image.
Step 4. Direct students to save the file. Show students how to
access the document to enter new images as desired. (See page
26 for how to open a saved document.)
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Using Inspiration to create a
vocabulary tree
Inspiration software has a facility to link text boxes, helping students
to organise their ideas graphically.
Before a writing exercise, the tutor brainstorms a subject with the whole
group to generate a number of words associated with a writing topic.
Associating words in this way can spark off new writing ideas.
To link boxes: click on a
text box, click on Link and
then click on the text box to
which you want to connect.
Click to insert a text box

Exercise:
Step 1. Ask students to brainstorm words associated with a
topic.
Step 2. Tell students to open Inspiration software and to
create text boxes.
Step 3. Ask students to type the words into the text boxes in
order of association as in the vocabulary tree shown above. Ask
them to connect the text boxes by using Link on the toolbar.
Step 4. Direct students to save and print the file.
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Using Microsoft Word to create a
personal spelling dictionary
Words that are useful to the student can be entered into a personal
dictionary along with techniques to help with the spelling of the words.
In creating this dictionary, the tutor needs to be aware of the students’
learning styles.
Words

Pictures &
Shape

Spell-itwrong-toget-it-right

Syllables

Spell with
sound out

Inserts

ghost
correction

e
corroction

conductor
splash
worm
storm
work
form

strong

con-duc-tor
s-pl-a-sh
w
st
w
f
strong
strum
store
strung
string

Exercise:
Step 1. Ask each student to insert a table in Microsoft Word.
(See page 30 for instructions on how to do this.)
Step 2. Encourage students to enter words and memory aids
into the tables in their preferred learning styles, as shown in the
example above.
Step 3. Direct students to save the tables. These can be printed
at any stage.
Step 4. Show students how to access the tables to enter
new words as desired. (See page 26 for how to open a saved
document.)
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or

m
m
k
m

Words

appear

Pictures
& Shapes

Mnemonics &
Rhyme

familiar
similar
peculiar
their

there
difficulty

roast
coast
boast
toast
Wednesday
principal

Pronounce-itPattern
wrong-to-spellit-right

app

pane
pain
walk
familiar

Phonics

pan--e
pa--in
wak
no L sound
fa mi LIAR!
Is familiar
similar to
peculiar?
There is an i
in a
person.
See here in
there.
Mrs d, mrs i,
mrs ffi, mrs c,
mrs u, mrs lty.
oast

Wed-nes-day
He is almost a
prince and a
pal.

buckle
sample
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Part Three
How to… Guides for Students
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How to…
Log on to your Yahoo e-mail account
Step 1. Type www.yahoo.com in the address bar and click Go.
This is the address bar. The address must be correctly typed.

Step 2. Click Sign In.
Step 3. Type in your log in name (Yahoo ID) and your Password
in the separate boxes and click Sign In.
Step 4. You are now logged in. Click Check Mail or Inbox to
view your e-mails.
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When the following page loads, you can read your e-mails, reply
to them, delete them or forward them to someone else. There is
also a lot of information on this page. Here are some examples.
•	It is possible to see when the emails are sent and what size
they are. The e-mail from easyjet at the top is the largest
email at 19KB.
• Click New to write a new email.

•	You can delete e-mails by clicking the small square box on
the left side of the e-mail, then click Delete.
• Click Reply to reply to the e-mail.
• Click Forward to send an e-mail on to someone else.
•	Spam is junk mail. There are 20 spam letters in this example.
Click Empty to delete these mails.
• Add and store e-mail addresses in Contacts.
•	A paper clip indicates that an attachment (an additional
document) has been sent with an e-mail. The e-mail from
David Peterson has an attachment.
•	If you have replied to an e-mail, this blue arrow
will
appear beside it. The e-mail from Patrick Campbell has been
replied to.
•	To log off from your e-mail, click Sign Out at the top
of the page.
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How to…
Book a flight with Ryanair

Step 1. Type www.ryanair.com in the address bar of your
web browser and click Go.
Ryanair’s home page will open.
Step 2. On the left of the page, enter your flight details in the
FLIGHTS section.
Step 3. Complete the details of your flight using the blue drop
down arrows to select your choices.
Step 4. Now click on BOOK CHEAP FLIGHTS

Step 5. This screen will
appear, giving details of the
flight times and the costs. As
soon as you click in this
circle to select a flight, further
information will appear on
the right giving you details of
the taxes and fares per person
for this flight. (This particular
flight is free, but taxes for 1
person are €9.99. The total
price is €9.99.)
•	Move down the page
for further information
on Coming Back, (your
return flight).
•	Check the prices of other
flights by clicking on the
Previous Day and Next
Day boxes if your flight
times are flexible.
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Step 6. With your flights
selected, click on SELECT
AND CONTINUE.
If the flights available do
not suit you, click on NEW
SEARCH and change your
travel details accordingly.

Step 7. A summary of the
flights you have chosen will
be displayed. Check the
details and scroll down to
see the Total Cost of Flight.
You must select this Check
box, before you can proceed
to purchase your flights, to
confirm you have read the
terms and conditions etc.
If you are satisfied click
on CONFIRM FLIGHTS
and follow the on-screen
instructions.
You can now proceed
to enter the names of
the passengers for the
flights and choose your
baggage options. You
can also purchase travel
insurance here. As you fill
in the names, make sure you
choose the baggage and
check in options that you
want for each person. Check
your options carefully. You
will need an email address
to confirm your flights, and a
credit card, of course!
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How to…
Renew motor tax online
Step 1. Type www.motortax.ie in the address bar and click
Go.

Step 2. At the Login screen above, enter the Registration No. of
your car and the PIN number found on your renewal tax form
and click on ::LOGIN::
Step 3. Now begin the six step process to purchase your car tax.
1.	Vehicle details: Check that the car details shown on screen
are correct and click on Yes.
2.	Registered Owner details: Check that these details are
correct and click on Yes.
3.	Insurance details: Enter the details of your insurance
company and click on Continue.
4.	Motor Tax details: Select the option for 3 months, 6
months or 12 months and click Continue.
5.	Payment details: Select the card type you wish to use to
pay, complete the card details and click on Pay.
6.	Confirmation: Save the web page that shows confirmation
of payment or alternatively print the confirmation.
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How to …
Use Google Search
Google Search is a popular search engine that will search the Internet
for website addresses. Several million searches are carried out every day
using Google Search and it can be used to research any topic. Google
will provide web addresses and links to all the sites found, along with
a brief summary of the site.

Step 1. Log on to the Internet and type www.google.com in
the address bar. Click Go.

Step 2. Type your query into the search bar and click Google
Search.
Step 3. The following screen will load, giving an overall
summary of the search.

By clicking I’m Feeling
Lucky, the user will be taken
directly to the first page
found in the search.

Step 4. Each blue line of
text is a link to a relevant
website. There is also a short
summary of the website,
with the actual address given
in green text. Click once on
the blue text to go to the
website you want.
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How to…
Search Google Images
If you are looking for an image, a map, or a photo for any reason, you
can use Google Image Search. Any image that appears somewhere
on the web can be sourced using this website. Google Images has
many uses in the classroom, e.g. adding pictures to documents and as
a picture dictionary.
Step 1. Log on to the Internet and type www.google.com into
the address bar. Click Go.
Step 2. Click images.

Step 3. Type a word or phrase for the image you are searching
for in the search box.
Step 4. Click Search Images.
Step 5. The following page will appear showing a variety of
images. In this example, we have searched for images of Dublin.

Step 6. Click here to view more images on other pages.
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How to…
Copy images from Google
into your documents
Step 1. Follow the steps on the previous page to find an image
you want to copy.
Step 2. Click once on the image you want.

Step 3. A separate web page will open showing the original
context of your image. Click See full-size image, which is at
the top of the web page.

Step 4. Now your image
appears on a new page.
Press the right click button
on your mouse and click on
Copy.
Step 5. Open Microsoft Word
and in a new page, right
click on the mouse, followed
by Paste. The image will
now be inserted into your
document.
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How to…
Use Google maps
Step 1. Log on to the Internet and type http://maps.google.
com in the address bar and click Go.
Step 2. Type the name of the place you are looking for in the
search bar and click Search Maps

Step 3. When the map has loaded, you can zoom in by clicking
on the plus or minus on the scale.

Use the navigational keys to
move north, south, east or
west.

Step 4. To get directions
using Google Maps, click Get
Directions and fill in the
start address and end address.

Step 5. Click Get
Directions to see the
route displayed.
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How to…
Download photos from
your digital camera
Step 1. Connect your camera to your computer using a USB
cable.
Step 2. Turn on the camera.
Step 3. Make sure your camera is on ‘Play’ mode rather than
‘Record’ mode.
Step 4. Follow the on screen instructions to download your
pictures. This may vary from camera to camera. The pictures will
be stored in ‘My Pictures’ which is part of ‘My Documents’.

How to…
Insert a photo into Microsoft Word

Step 1. Create a new blank
document in Microsoft Word.
Step 2. Click on Insert +
Picture + From File as
shown.
Step 3. ‘My Pictures’ folder
should now open and you
can select the photo you
want by clicking on it once.
Click Insert to insert it into
your document.
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Suggestions for additional activities/
resources and websites
•	Interactive Picture Dictionary or Oxford Picture Dictionary,
useful for both vocabulary and spelling
• Spin Out Stories for graded texts and exercises
• Photo Story 3 for Windows (downloadable from Microsoft)
•	Driver Theory Disk to learn the rules of the road and prepare for
the theory test
•	Google Earth gives a realistic image of the geography of Earth
from an aerial view
• www.puzzlemaker.com to create word searches etc.
• www.howjsay.com for learning English pronunciation
• Live chat using Skype (www.skype.com) or GMail Chat
• www.bbc.co.uk/skillswise for further online literacy activities
• www.youtube.com as a video resource
• www.wikipedia.com as a reference text
•	www.rte.ie for the latest news, sport and weather in Ireland, and
live TV
• www.independent.ie for an online version of the newspaper
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